PROJECT PROFILE

TUHAYE POOL AND SPLASH PAD

PROJECT DATA
Location – Wasatch County Utah
Application – Colored Concrete Pool Deck
Architect/Engineer – Waters Edge
General Contractor – Omega Pools
Concrete Producer – Jack B Parsons Ready Mix Concrete
Concrete Contractor – High Mulie Concrete
Total Area – 8000 ft\(^2\) (743 m\(^2\))

PRODUCTS FEATURED
INCRETE COLOR-CRETE™
Admixture for Color Conditioned Concrete

SCOPE OF PROJECT
The pouring of colored concrete for a pool coping, pool deck, splash pad and staircase

PROJECT SUMMARY
In the summer of 2019, Omega Pools was involved in the construction of the new children’s pool, spa, and splash pad at the Tuhaye community. Once the pool shell was complete, High Mulie Concrete coordinated the pouring of the coping, splash pad, and decking. The coping required very technical placement techniques around the different radii, curves, and transitions of the pool deck. Following the coping, the splash pad was poured. This was also a challenge, as the pad contained 37 ground spray features set at differing elevations, all sloping to a center drain. These features and the slope made this concrete placement a difficult task but the result was attractive exposed aggregate concrete, perfectly flush with the spray features. Similarly, the pool deck consisted of multiple deck drains, which required extremely detailed finishing to achieve proper drainage between the pool and the exterior walls.